TECHNICAL DATA/TECHNOLOGY LEGEND

If Seller exports Buyer-provided export-controlled unclassified technical data or technology (as defined by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations [ITAR] or Export Administration Regulations [EAR], respectively), Seller shall include a cover page which identifies the specific export jurisdiction classification, i.e., United States Munitions List (USML) Category or Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) and includes the applicable type(s) of legend(s) below:

“EXPORT CONTROLLED – The technical data or software is subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (22 C.F.R. Parts 120-130). Export, re-export or retransfer contrary to U.S. law is prohibited.”

Or

“EXPORT CONTROLLED – The technology or software is subject to the Export Administration Regulations (15 C.F.R. Parts 730-774). Export, re-export or retransfer contrary to U.S. law is prohibited.”

Prior to Seller export of Buyer-provided export-controlled unclassified technical data or technology containing an export jurisdiction neutral marking, Seller shall request Buyer to provide Seller the specific export jurisdiction classification.